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C'" a,nd 0" vs E/A ha.s been made and will be re-
ported elsewhere.

The present data thus reveal striking disagree-
ment with corresponding Z and v; dependence
features of electron continuum capture theories,
and additionally provide charge-state-variation
comparisons of total electron-loss cross sections
with those for loss processes that populate the

zero-degree cusp.
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Photon Statistics and Spectrum of Transmitted Light in Optical Bistability
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A quantum description of the transmitted field is given. In the bistable situation, the
stationary Glauber quasi probability distribution has two peaks thereby producing a first-
order phase transition. For small incident field the linewidth of the transmitted light is
proportional to the atomic density and becomes very narrow as the field approaches
some critical value from below. Crossing this value the spectrum splits discontinuously
into a triplet (dynamical Stark shift) where the central peak is as high as twice the side-
bands.

We have recently studied' a mean-field model,
which gives the first analytical description of op-
tical bistability' (OB) in the purely absorptive
case for a homogeneously broadened atomic sys-
tem. Although this model is quantum mechanical,
in Ref. 1 it has been treated only within the semi-
classical approximation. The stationary bista-
ble behavior of the transmitted light amplitude
E~ obtained by varying the incident light EI is
described by the "state equation"

Y =X+2C„/(1+X'),

where

Y= V Eg/(@'yiy iiT)"',

X'= pEr/(h y y))T),
'

C =y pLy /16py~T .

g is the modulus of the dipole moment of the two-
level atoms, y~~ =T, ' andy~=T, ' are the homo-
geneous atomic relaxation rates, yo is the natu-
ral linewidth of the atoms, p is the atomic den-
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sity, X is the wavelength of the incident field, L
is the length of the cavity, and T is the transmit-
tivity coefficient of the mirrors. The incident
field is assumed coherent, monochromatic, and
perfectly tuned to the atomic transition frequency
+0 and to the cavity. The system is bistable for
C &4. The discontinuity points of the hysteresis
cycle of X versus Y correspond to the extrema
Y„and Y of the function Y(X) defined by Eq. (1).
For C» 1 one has Y~ =C, X„=1, Y = (SC)'I,
X„=(2C)'~' (see Fig. 1). On the basis of our mod-
el we have given also several new predictions.
In particular, the spectrum of the fluorescent
light is shown to exhibit a spectacular hysteresis
cycle, with a sudden transition from a single nar-
row line to a triplet (discontinuous dynamical
Stark shift).

In this Letter we report on the results of the
fully quantum mechanical analysis of our model.

These results concern the photon statistics and
the spectrum of the transmitted light. We sys-
tematically distinguish between the case of a
good-quality cavity (K«y~, y~~, where K =cT/2L
is the cavity damping constant) and the case of a
bad-quality cavity (K»y~, y~~). We finally dis-
cuss the spectrum of the fluorescent light.

(1) Photon statistics of the transmitted light.—Case (a) It «y~, y~~: We adiabatically elimi-
nate the atomic variables by following the gener-
al method devised by Lugiato. ' We obtain a
closed time-evolution equation for the Glauber
quasi probability distribution of the field P(X,
X*,t) which contains derivatives of all orders in

X,X*. The drift term of this equation is intimate-
ly connected with Eq. (1). We have calculated ex-
actly the stationary distribution P„(IXI), which

vanishes for IXI ~ Y because the transmitted field
cannot exceed the incident field. For IXI & Y one
finds

P„(IXI)=& exp&-4N. [alXI'+»IXI +2C ln(Y —IXI)]), (2)
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FIQ. 1. The mean value of the transmitted field (X)
is compared with the semiclassical hysteresis cycle
and with the Maxwell construction I'. The spectrum of
the transmitted light in correspondence to points a-f
is plotted in Fig. 3.

where X is a suitable normalization constant and

N, '=8n'v, kp'/(y~y~~V) is the saturation photon
number, with V the volume of the cavity. The
maxima of distribution (2) coincide with the solu-
tions of Eq. (1) which are stable according to the
linear stability analysis. Hence for C &4 and Y„
& Y& Y„distribution (2) has two peaks of different
widths and heights. One obtains a picture which
resembles first-order phase transitions in equi-

librium systems. In fact, as shown by Fig. 1,
(IXI), coincides with one of the two semiclassical
solutions everywhere except in a narrow transi-
tion region. The center of this region is that val-
ue of Y in correspondence of which the two peaks
of distribution (2) have equal areas The l. arger
is the quantity N, /C, the narrower is the transi-
tion region. In the limit N, /C -~ one obtains an
infinitely sharp transition, i.e. , a Maxwell rule.
However, it does not coincide with the Maxwell
rule of equilibrium thermodynamics. In fact, in
the analogy between our system and a liquid-va-
por system, Y corresponds to the pressure while
X corresponds to the volume. ~ Now the Maxwell
rule that we obtain does not coincide with the
prescription $r YdX=0, where the path I' is in-
dicated by the arrows in Fig. 1. By means of
Fig. 1 we can decide which of the two semiclassi-
cal solutions is absolutely stable and which is
metastable. In fact, for each value of Y satisfy-
ing Y & Y& Y„ the stable solution practically co-
incides with (IX'I), . By suitably generalizing the
method of Kramers, ' we have calculated the tran-
sition rates from one semiclassical solution to
the other. It turns out that if N, /C is large, the
lifetime of the metastable states is extremely
long. Note in Fig. 2 the remarkable peak of fluc-
tuations in the transition region. This behavior
arises from the strong competition between two
peaks of comparable areas.
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FIG. 2. Mean value and relative fluctuation of the
transmitted field.

Case (b) K))y| yy ~ We adiabatically eliminate
the field variables thereby obtaining a Fokker-
Planck equation for a suitable quasi probability
distribution of the atomic variables. ' The sta-

tionary solution of this equation can be calculated
only approximately. One obtains results for the
photon statistics which are qualitatively simi ar
to those described in the case K«y»yi|.

(2) Spectrum of the transmitted light S(p1).—It
ls plopor 1portional to the Fourier transform of the
time correlation function in steady state, ( ( )
xA), , where At is the creation operator of pho-
tons of the transmitted field. Subdividing A(t) in-
to the stationary mean value (A) and the fluctua-
tion &A(f) =A(t) —(A), we have that S(&) is com-
posed of a coherent and an incoherent part S(1p)
=S,»(1p)+S,.„,(pp), with S, h(pp):i(A)( 5(pd p1p) To
evaluate S(1p) we neglect the transitions from one
semiclassical solution to the other, thereby treat-
ing stable and metastable states on the same foot-
ing. Hence we can replace i(A)i' in S,»(1p) by
N, X', where X is the solution of Eq. (1) whic
we are considering.

i 'jK«y . The linewidth is scaled byCase a «yi, y it
.

the empty-cavity half-width K. We linearize the
time-evolution equation for P(X,X*,t) around the
steady state. Setting v = 1p —1p„we obtain

2-1 2 2 2 1 2 K1 2-1 (3)-,((u) = (CKX'/[2m(1+X')] j[(1+X') '(v'+K'V) '+ (v'+K'X,

where X =d Y/dX and x ~
= Y/X. Hence S (1p is always a sing e in'

gle line and changes discontinuously at Y
hb h d of Y= Y Y where A. tendshl e ual except in the neig or oo= Y Y . For C»1, A, and X~ are roughly equ p

t that for Y) Y»1 one has
M~ m'

oints one finds a line narrowing. No e t a or
t - ity idth. On th othe hand, fo= 1 and the linewidth coincides with the empty-cav~ wi

one = = 2C Hence the linewidth is much larger than the empty-1 one has X«1 so that X =X~= 2C. Hence e inewiYcc V+p C
d 't ( ooperative broadening effect).cavity width and is proportional to the atomic ense y c

rates l~. By linearizing the Fokker-K» '. The linewidth is scaled by the atomic ra es y~, yl~.
de ends on the three damping constants X andPlanck equation we have that Si,(111) depends on e re

~.=-'4'li/yi+ Y/x+ [(y2/yi —Y/x)' 4x(y 2/r—i)(2x Y)]"']. — (4)

One finds

S (~) = ky 'X'/[2~K(1+X')]1[(v'+yi'&, 2) '+F(v)].jll C

More specifica y, w en, , = v — v, whereif' ll when X are real, one gets F(v) =f (v) —f+ v, where

(6)f, ( ) =[(~,'-~ ')( '+y. '~, )] '[(r /r. )'(1+X')-~, '].
h t y — —, - / Th contribution from f (v) is negligible, so

=2 C which is proportional to the
h tg =g =2C, ~ —yii y~. ec

p pis the coo erative linewidth y„= y~ w i
tra a roaching the discontinuity pointsatomic density. On the con rary, appr

dominates because A. - 0, so that one has a line narrowing. en, are
+i X2 one has E(v) =g(v) + g(- v), where

g(v) = (2(~,'+~,')[(v-r. ~.)'+r '~;)] '

x (z '+z (v/ -z2) + (1 —v/2&2yi)[(y, i/y~)2(1+X' +12' —x,'

/ - ( / )
'/' Hence S (1p) reduces to the super-

2 d th' ' 't"' l "d'b d
1+, ~) &2= Y yg yi en 1pc

The central peak at w =wo has width y~ anposition of three Lorentzians: T e cen r p
tr l eak to the height of sidebands

p I f'
. dth + . The ratio of the height of cen ra peat co =no+ p.EI/O have wid y&+yil.
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FIG. 3. Hysteresis cycle of the incoherent part of
the spectrum S;«of the transmitted light for p~~

——2y~
«Kand C= 20. The frequency v is expressed in units
yz and S;„c in units C/27t K The scale varies from dia-
gram to diagram as indicated. The points of the X-Y
plane corresponding to (a)-(f) are indicated in Fig. 1.

is 2 instead of 3 as in resonance fluorescence. '
Therefore crossing the discontinuity point Y= Y„
one has a discontinuous dynamical Stark shift.
The hysteresis cycle of S. ,(~) for K»y~, y~, is
shown in Fig. 3.

(3) Spectrum of the fluorescent light I(~).—lt
is proportional to the Fourier transform of

where N is the number of atoms and z is the
raising operator of the ith two-level atom. Sub-
dividing r, +(t) into the stationary mean value
(r;+) and the fluctuation 5r; '(f) =r;+(f) —(r;+), we
have that l(ur) =I„z(&u) +I~,(~), where

The integrated fluorescence spectrum 8= fd~I(~)
is by definition equal to the population of the up-
per level. Using Eq. (8) one finds that J„z/Z~,
—(2y, /yii)(1+X' —yii/2y, ). Hence for yii =y„C
» I, the incoherent part is negligible in the low-

transmission branch, whereas it is dominant in
the high-transmission branch. Making a proper
regression Ansatz, I ,(m. ) turns out to be the
same as calculated in Ref. 4, provided that E
&&y»y]~, y~] =2y~. These results agree with the
predictions of Ref. 1. I~,(ar) behaves roughly as
S~,(+) but with a ratio 3:1between the height of
the central peak and that of the sidebands in the
case of Fig. 3(d). The total incoherent part of
the transmitted light has the same order of mag-
nitude of the fraction of fluorescent light emitted
in each diffraction solid angle A'I, /V

A detailed derivation of the results described
in this Letter will be given elsewhere. ' This
work was partially supported by the European
Research Organization under Grant No. DA-ERO-
77-6-054, and by Consiglio Nazionale delle Ri-
cerche, Italy.

Note added. —%e have recently given a rigorous
justification of the mean-field approximation from
Maxwell-Bloch equations in the double limit al.
—0 and T —0 with cIL/2T = C fixed and arbitrary.
In practice the mean-field approximation is good
except for high values of nI. . [See R. Bonifacio
and L. A. Lugiato, "Bistable Absorption in a Ring
Cavity" (to be published). ] Furthermore, we
have demonstrated that a large part of the upper
branch of the bistable region of Fig. 1 is unstable
due to propagation effects, so that self-pusling
can be expected [R .Boni.facio and L A. Lu. giato,
"Instabilities for a Coherently Driven Absorber
in a Ring Cavity" (to be published). ]
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Vfe have measured the rate of erosion of thin films of water ice at low temperatures by
bombardment with MeV hydrogen, helium, carbon, and oxygen ions, The effective "sput-
tering coefficients" are orders of magnitude higher than those anticipated from conven-
tional sputtering theories. For example, for helium at 1.5 MeV, - 10 H20 molecules are
removed for each incident ion. %'e believe that the erosion process is closely associated
with atomic ejection following ionization in the region near the surface.

Sputtering of metallic or covalent bonded solids
is now a rather well understood phenomenon'
with material being ejected from the surface as
a result of the nuclear collision cascades set up
in the solid. The situation is very different for
ionic solids, such as alkali halides, "' where the
amount of sputtered material does not appear to
depend on the nuclear stopping processes. There
is a paucity of experimental information on the
sputtering of condensed gases~—a subject of con-
siderable astronomical importance. Radiation
damage and channeling in ice crystals have pre-
viously been studied, ' but without observation of
the erosion phenomena reported in this paper.
Erosion effects have apparently been observed in
studies of the energy loss of MeV light ions
through thin frozen films of Ar, N„and 0„' but
have not been quantitatively determined. In this
paper we present the first measurements on the
sputtering or erosion coefficients of water ice by
energetic particles.

We have used Rutherford backscattering and
thin-film techniques in our experiments. A vit-
reous carbon surface is cooled with a Cryotip'
helium transfer tube to controlled temperatures
between 15 and 110'K. Ice is grown on this sur-
face by admitting H,O vapor as a broad stream
from a tube which the cold surface faces. The
inset to Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the experi-
ment. A typical growth rate is -600 A jmin.
Films have been prepared between 250 A and 1.5
pm in thickness in this way. Under these condi-
tions of deposition the ice film should be amor-
phous' and our visual observations are consistent
with this expectation. The films are also stable.

Even at 110 K the sublimation rate of ice is less
than a monolayer a day. The erosion of the films
has generally been carried out with the eroding
beam electrostatically swept over a 4-mm-diam
aperature to produce a uniform eroded region.
For backscattering analysis, the beam is col-
limated to 1 mm diam, and can be located to ex-
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FIG. 1. Spectra of backscattered 1.5-Me V He ions
from an ice fGm on carbon at three different stages in
the erosion of the film by 1.5-MeV He ions. Erosion
is carried out with a beam scanned to fill a 4-mm-diam
aperture. Backscattering spectra are taken with a
1-mm detector aperture. Note that the backscatter
peak from oxygen decreases with erosion and the back-
scattered edge for C moves to higher energy. The C
and 0 marks indicate the energies of backseattering
from C and 0 is they were at the surface. The energy
scale is in channels of a multichanne1. analyzer.
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